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Introduction
  We can’t define anything well without complex numbers, 
mathematical circles, and trigonometry. They are not used 
satisfactorily in the physical sciences, and trigonometry is rarely 
used. If these three are used, physics descends on the soil of 
nature, and it is easy to understand and close to life. Without 
trigonometry and mathematical circle, science cannot indicate all 
the beauty of the harmonic universe. That’s why 2400 years before 
the inscription over the entrance to Plato’s school ran “Let none 
ignorant of geometry enter my door” [1]. Other methods may be 
very good, but it is not perfect. Some part is very nice, another 
part is problematic [2]. Why are Euler’s exponential formula and 
the sum of the sine and cosine functions rotate in one circle? Why 
do the exponential function grow infinitely but still be in a circle? 
Why does two different items merge into one system? Why is that 
important? It led to the creation of complex numbers, which in 
turn led to complex analysis, one of the most powerful areas of 
mathematics. What did it lead to? Improved methods to calculate 
trigonometric tables. Generalizations of almost all mathematics 
to the complex realm. A more powerful method to understand 
waves, heat, electricity, and magnetism. The mathematical basis of 
Quantum Mechanics [3]. From the viewpoint of classical physics, 
it is incomprehensible. The reason is that complex numbers, which 
are not always used, combine real numbers to create a totality of 

mathematics. The main requirement today is that no research can 
be done without the use of complex trigonometry. I’m not an expert 
in mathematics. But I think someone has to create it. I decided 
to give it a try. Therefore, this article is devoted to the concepts 
required for a comprehensive analysis. They are not complete, 
nor are any of the proofs considered rigorous. The immediate 
goal is to carry the work needed to explain the complex analysis 
in physics and astrophysics. Other material may be added later. 
The complex ellipses, cylinders, spheres, and their open hysteresis 
and polarization are based on the Supreme Theory of Everything.

Euler Formula and Wave Function
  In quantum mechanics, the object is described by a state (not 
trajectory). The state is characterized by a complex wave function 
ψ, which depends on the particle’s position and time [4]. The key 
to unlocking the secrets of quantum physics will be elucidated 
by exploring the fundamentals of Schrodinger’s wave mechanics 
approach to describing the quantum phenomenon. We will show 
that de Broglie’s wave-particle duality hypothesis which lies at 
the heart of Schrodinger’s wave function (ψ) produces a complex 
wave equation whose mathematical structure can be described by 
Euler’s famous equation, which describes a helical wave in 3D 
space [5], (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: 2D and 3D wave mathematics [6]

  Euler’s formula is given the differential equation (e), algebra 
(i), and geometry (θ). Euler formula describes the mathematical 
circle, which is shown in Section 2:
                                                                                        (1)
  The wave function ψdiffers only by A amplitude from Euler’s 
formula (Formula (2)) as follows [5]:

                                                                                         (2)

We need to understand that Euler’s formula and wave function 
are complex functions.
I would like to show similar results of Euler’s formula, wave 
function, and results of the complex circle and complex ellipse of 
the Supreme Theory of Everything in the next Sections.

Complex Circle
  Euler’s formula represents the complex circle.
  The circle can be described mathematically, represented 
physically, and employed technologically. The circle is an elegant, 
abstract form that has been transformed by humans into tangible, 
practical forms to make our lives easier. And yet no one has ever 
discovered a true mathematical circle [7].

Complex Conjugate
   We have another form of Euler’s formula which is e to the minus 
jx. And that equals cosine x minus jsinx. We’re going to be able 
to fashion them into exponentials. And these exponentials then go 
into our differential equations and give us solutions. We’re going 
to come back and pull out the cosines and sines.

                                                                                        (3)

and θ = ωt. Since,

                                                                                        (4)

                                                                                        (5)

  Two functions (Equation (4), Equation (5)) have the same 
exponential terms, complex conjugates of which rotate clockwise 
and counterclockwise in our coordinate system, which is the 
complex plane. These are spins. They spin in a complex base. 
e to the j omega t and e to the minus j omega t is the spinning 
numbers. This is a powerful idea and we’ll be able to describe 
every single that happens using these kinds of terms.

Figure 2: A snapshot, in time, of two complex numbers whose 
exponents change with time [6]

  Ψ stands for something very mysterious in physics the wave 
function. It’s the basic entity in quantum physics. It governs every 
force, every object, every natural process from the tiniest particle 
to the whole cosmos itself.

The Scale of Circular Projection on the Horizontal Axis

Figure 3: Projection scales (s) on the real part and (r) on the 
imaginary part

                                                                                              (6)

                                                                                              (7)

                                                                                              (8)

The projection changes depending on the angle (θ) are very little
drθ=r∙(sin(θ−1)−sinnθ) (9)
dsθ=r∙(cos(θ−1)−cosθ) (10)

The scales of circle projection are described by Equation 6 and 
Equation 7 shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

c1(θ)=cos(θ−1)−cos θ         c(θ)=sin(θ−1)−sin(θ)             (11)

Figure 4: Circle projection scale θ
(See c(θ) instead of (drθ  ⁄ r) and c1(θ) instead of (dsθ / r)

The difference is relatively little in a circle but becomes larger 
in the ellipse.
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Second Formula Extraction of the Open Hysteresis from 
Complex Circle
   We have described the first formula extraction of open hysteresis 
in the case of electromagnetism [8-10]. Here we also describe 
another path to open the hysteresis based on the complex ellipse.
Euler’s formula, Equation (6) and Equation (7) indicate that:

                                                                                            
(12)

   In mathematics, a real number is a value of a continuous quantity 
that can represent a distance along a line (or a quantity that can 
be represented as an infinite decimal expansion) [11]. For this 
reason, the denominator of Equation (12) must be written in 
absolute value:

                                                                                            (13)

  It is the Second formula extraction of the open hysteresis.
The π2⁄ shift in phase of the Equation (13) may be more suitable 
for applications:

                                                                                           (14)

  One of the very important characteristics of the mathematical 
circle is hysteresis, which includes not only electromagnetism but 
everything in the universe shown in Formula (12-13).

  The 90° and 270° singularities (0° and 180° singularities when 
the phase shifts by π2⁄) represent imaginary parts in mathematics, 
the spin-up and spin-down states in quantum mechanics, and black 
and white hole in cosmology, and so on.

Circular Polarization
  The immense important subject of electromagnetism is also 
polarization. In electrodynamics, circular polarization of an 
electromagnetic wave is a polarization state in which, at each 
point, the electromagnetic field of the wave has a constant 
magnitude and is rotating at a constant rate in a plane perpendicular 
to the direction of the wave [12]. Circular polarization occurs 
when the two orthogonal electric field component vectors are 
of equal magnitude and are out of phase by exactly 90° or one-
quarter wavelength. The phenomenon of polarization arises as a 
consequence of the fact that light behaves as a two-dimensional 
transverse wave (Formula 15).

Figure 5: The open hysteresis of the circle

The circular polarization is written in the next form:

                                                                                              (15)

Where Ex = Ey.  [13]
The shift by π2⁄ is shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 in Subsection 
3.2.

Figure 6: Schematic representation of left (a) and right (b) hand 
circular polarization state. [14]

   In electrodynamics, the strength and direction of an electric field 
are defined by its electric field vector. In the case of a circularly 
polarized wave, as seen in the accompanying animation, the tip 
of the electric field vector, at a given point in space, relates to 
the phase of the light as it travels through time and space. At any 
instant of time, the electric field vector of the wave indicates a 
point on a helix oriented along the direction of propagation. A 
circularly polarized wave can rotate in one of two possible senses: 
clockwise or right-handed circular polarization (RHCP) in which 
the electric field vector rotates in a right-hand sense concerning 
the direction of propagation, and counter-clockwise or left-handed 
circular polarization (LHCP) in which the vector rotates in a left-
hand sense. Circular polarization is a limiting case of elliptical 
polarization. The other special case is the easier-to-understand 
linear polarization. [12]

Complex Ellipse as Wave Function Ψ 
Wave Function of the Ellipse
  The wave function represents the complex ellipse. Euler’s 
formula equals the complex circle (Equation (4) and Equation 
(5)). If the Euler formula has amplitude (A) it equals the complex 
ellipse and becomes the wave function as shown by Equation (2). 
In the polar coordinate, the circle is the base of the cylinder. The 
radius (b) of a circle is the minor axis of the ellipse.

Figure 7: The intersection of a complex ellipse plane with a base 
of the cylinder (circle) [15]

Figure 8: The scales of projections of the circle and ellipse
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  Here a is the semi-major axis of the ellipse, b is the semi-minor 
axis, r=b is the radius of the cylinder, β is the angle of ellipse 
relative to the base circle, h is the amplitude of sine wave, 2πr is 
the period of sine wave [15].

  Based on Figure 7 and Figure 8 we can describe the ellipse 
parameters. The eccentricity of an ellipse is:

                                                                                            (16)

  The major axis depends proportionally on the angle between 
the base (cross-section) of the cylinder and ellipse (β) (Figure 9).

Figure 9: The constant base of the cylinder or semi-minor axis 
(b) and variable semi-major axis (a) depending on the (β).

  A complex circle equals the base of the cylinder. β is the angle 
between a complex circle and a complex ellipse. h is the amplitude 
of the ellipse.

                                                                                       (17)

For this reason, the complex ellipse is a wave function itself.

Second Formula Extraction of the Open Hysteresis in the 
Complex Ellipse
We are interested in the ratio between the imaginary and real axis 
of the complex ellipse. This ratio shows the shape of the ellipse 
as follows:

                                                                                        (18)

                                                                                         (19)

  Where A is the amplitude of the sine function, A = ℎ = b ∙ tan β

  As an example, consider the amplitude A of the complex ellipse 
is 200 units and the semi-minor axis equals 50 units. So,

  Since if f (θ) equals k (θ) the open hysteresis of the complex 
ellipse is determined by the next formula:

                                                                                         (20)  

Figure 10: Open hysteresis of the complex ellipse

Figure 11: Open hysteresis with π2⁄ phase shift of the complex 
ellipse

Figure 12: Open hysteresis in 3D

(Video slide by E. Khutoryansky [16])

  This open hysteresis is also the wave function of the complex 
ellipse (Equation 18 or Equation 19), which shows also the ratio 
between the imaginary and real numbers.

   We must remember that the closed hysteresis (Figure 13a) cannot 
indicate the internal mysteries of the physical phenomena. For this 
reason, physicists said it presents a nonlinearity of the hysteresis. 
Now, see the open hysteresis in Figure (10-13).
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Figure 13: Typical closed hysteresis loop (a) of ferroelectrics 
polarization vs. the electric field (P-E) [17], and open hysteresis 
of the complex ellipse (b) according to Equation (19).

If we open the hysteresis from paper [17] (Figure 13a) the 
result represents in Figure 13b. Relating Figures (10-13) we can 
summarize the results in Table 1.

Table 1: Velocity on the orbit and converging, and receding 
intervals
Orbital intervals (x) Radial velocity Direction of motion

0-90 Intensive increasing Convergence
90 Highest Transversal motion

90-180 Slightly slowing Low receding
180-270 Intensive slowing High receding

270 Stop Transversal motion
270-360 Slightly increasing Low convergence

Figure 14: Speeds of a celestial body on the orbit

From Table 1 and Figure 14 the same speeds are shown by the same 
numbers, respectively. The #1 indicates the low acceleration of a 
planet. #2 is the interval with high speed, #3 is the highest speed 
of planet at perihelium, then #4 is the higher deceleration, #5 is 
the interval with slowing deceleration, #6 goes with very low-
speed interval, and then radial velocity stopping #7, the speeding 
awakens slowly #8 and finally again goes to #1.

Elliptical Polarization
Consider a purely polarized monochromatic wave. If one were 
to plot the electric field vector over one cycle of oscillation, an 
ellipse would generally be obtained, as is shown in the figure, 
corresponding to a particular state of elliptical polarization. Note 
that linear polarization and circular polarization can be seen as 
special cases of elliptical polarization.

A polarization state can then be described concerning the 
geometrical parameters of the ellipse, and its “handedness”, 
that is, whether the rotation around the ellipse is clockwise or 
counterclockwise. One parameterization of the elliptical figure 
specifies the orientation angle ψ, defined as the angle between 
the major axis of the ellipse and the x-axis [18] along with the 
ellipticity ε=a/b, the ratio of the ellipse’s major to the minor axis 
[19-21] (also known as the axial ratio). The ellipticity parameter 
is an alternative parameterization of an ellipse’s eccentricity
                          or the ellipticity angle, χ = arctan b/a= arctan 1/ε 
as is shown in the figure [17]. The angle χ is also significant in 
that the latitude (angle from the equator) of the polarization state 
as represented on the Poincaré sphere (see below) is equal to ±2χ. 
The special cases of linear and circular polarization correspond 
to an ellipticity ε of infinity and unity (or χ of zero and 45°) 
respectively (Equation (22) and Figure 14).

The elliptical polarization is written as follows:

                                                                                            (21) 

Figure 15: Elliptical polarization [22]

This function has two places where the denominator approaches 
zero are the two places where the output approaches infinity. 
The colored image in Figure 15 can indicate the 3D results of 
calculation by Formula (21).

Complex Sphere
There is a complex common basis in the complex circle, complex 
ellipse, and the complex sphere. In Section 3 we have found the 
complex ellipse in a cylinder. Now, we can see also the complex 
sphere in a cylinder (Figure 15).

Figure 16: A complex circle in-cylinder including the sphere

Based on Equations (1-5) we show that complex numbers are real 
in the complex circle. Since the complex Riemann sphere consists 
of the uncountable complex circles as its equators. From Figure 16 
we can understand the cylinder and sphere have a common base, 
which is a complex circle described in Section 2. This common 
base (complex circle) is one in the cylinder, but the sphere has a 
myriad. It means that the sphere has infinite information capacity 
with open hysteresis.
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Table 2: Complex numbers as real in a common circle

The infinite values given for 0 and 270 are the result of the circular polarization and elliptical polarization of electromagnetism.

These complex numbers in the equator plane of the Riemann sphere (Figure 16).

Figure 16: Riemann sphere [23]

It also finds utility in other disciplines that depend on analysis and geometry, such as the Bloch sphere of quantum mechanics and in 
other branches of physics [23]. In quantum mechanics and computing, the Bloch sphere is a geometrical representation of the pure 
state space of a two-level quantum mechanical system (qubit) [24] and [25].

ADDITIONAL COMMENT TO PREVIOUS PAPER PUBLISHED IN LJP

In tℎe previous paper entitled “Supreme Tℎeory of Everytℎing: Tℎe open ℎysteresis in place of inverse-square law” [26] we ℎave to 
seek tℎe appropriate parameters for Equation (13)

Its explanation required complex trigonometry. Fortunately, now it is possible in this paper. Equation (13) shows that:

The π2⁄ shift in phase of the open hysteresis in the complex circle may be more suitable for applications:

In unit complex circle r = 1. And in the symmetric ellipse, the formula of the open hysteresis is:

                                                                                                                                                                                      (22)

Now we use Equation (22) instead of Equation (13) in paper [26] for tℎe determination of tℎe electrical force strengtℎ between two 
opposite cℎarges.

Conclusions
In the polar coordinate, the mathematical circle is the common base of the complex cylinder, complex ellipse, and complex sphere. 
The eccentricity (e) of a complex ellipse is:

 e = sin β
The mathematical circle is complex open hysteresis, which includes not only electromagnetism but everything in the universe.
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The π2⁄ shift in phase of the open hysteresis in the complex circle 
may be more suitable for applications:

And the open hysteresis of the complex ellipse as next:

The above functions are similar to Euler’s formula, which consists 
of exponential and sum of sine and cosine functions. The complex 
open hysteresis of circle and ellipse includes the relation of sine 
and cosine functions result of which are also simultaneously 
exponential. Since all formulas of the open hysteresis are more 
suitable to use for complex analyses.
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